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Anisotropy of the luminous intensity of distant astronomical objects of expanding
Universe in intrinsic space of the observer is shown. The relativistic distanceluminosity relation, by which radial coordinate of astronomical object is being
determined taking into account Hubble anisotropy of its luminous intensity, is
received. As it follows from this relation, values of radial coordinates of distant
astronomical objects in intrinsic space of the observer are much smaller than values
of their coordinates, calculated by classical distance-luminosity relation. This makes
the presence of such hypothetical components of the Universe as dark matter and
dark energy unnecessary in principle.
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Only relativistic shift of radiation frequency is usually being taken into account during
the analysis of the results of astronomical observations, while relativistic anisotropy of
luminous intensity of distant objects of expanding Universe is being ignored. This, as it is
shown here, substantially overrates values of radial coordinates of these objects in the
intrinsic space of the observer. That’s why taking into account of the anisotropy of
luminous intensity of distant astronomical objects, proposed here, can make the presence
of dark matter and dark energy in the Universe excessive.
The following relativistic transformation of angular coordinate of propagation
direction of the light, at the transition from intrinsic frame of references of time and
coordinates (FR) of object, moving at the velocity v, to the FR of observer of this motion,
is well known [1, 2]:
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Here, velocity of light in the point, where object is, determined by coordinate clock [2] of
the observer, according to Schwarzschild solution of the equations of gravitational field, is
the function of Schwarzschild radial coordinate r:
vc  c 1  rg / r  r 2 / 3 ,

(2)

where: c – constant of the velocity of light; rg – gravitational radius of the astronomical
body, from the surface of which the observation of object takes place;  – cosmological
constant, which corresponds [3] to the presence of antigravitational field in observer FR
and for the accelerated expansion of the Universe, caused by this field. According to all
this, transformation of numerical apertures of the beam of light, which propagates in the
direction, opposite to the object motion, (  R   R   ), is the following:
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Here  R and  r metrical values of aperture angles of registered beam of light in moving
object FR and in observer FR correspondingly.
According to Schwarzschild solution, in non-Euclidean observer space metrical value


of numerical aperture of the beam of light ( sin  r ) can be expressed via its observed value
( sin  r ) the following way [2]:


sin  r  (dr / dr ) sin  r  sin  r 1  rg / r   r 2 / 3 ,

(4)


where: dr and dr – increments of metrical radial distance and Schwarzschild radius in

observer FR correspondingly. By the Weyl hypothesis [2, 4, 5] distant galaxies move along
the geodesic lines of space-time continuum (STC) of the observer of Universe expansion
and, consequently, they are free falling on the observer horizon. Hubble relation [6]:
v / v c  1  vc2 / c 2  Hr c 2  rg / H 2 r 3  Hr / c  1

(5)

is the consequence of total energy of galaxy that moves inertially in rigid observer’s FR:
U  mcv c (1  v 2 / vc2 ) 1 / 2  mc 2  const .

(6)

Where: m – mass of the galaxy, H  c  / 3 – Hubble constant, rg  r . Influence of
gravitational field of astronomical body, which have the STC, on the distant galaxy is
equilibrated in STC of Schwarzschild solution by nothing. But, in fact, it is equilibrated by
the influence of gravitational fields of all astronomical bodies of the Universe.
Taking all this into account, equivalent nonrelativistic value of the radial coordinate
of astronomical object, which corresponds to classical distance-luminosity relation:
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may be received from the condition of invariance of the aperture diameter

D  2r sin  r  2 R sin  R  inv of recording instrument to coordinates’ transformation.
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Here: cos  R  1 , rc  3 /   c / H – radius of observer horizon, on the spherical surface of
which the value of coordinate velocity of light v c is equal to zero, and:
z  ( c / v c )(v c  v )1 / 2 (v c  v ) 1 / 2  1  Hr /(c  Hr )  HR / c

(8)

– combined Doppler-antigravitational redshift of the radiation spectrum of astronomical
object [7, 8].
According to this, relativistic relation between luminosity of distant astronomical
object, luminous intensity of which is isotropic in its intrinsic FR, brightness and
Schwarzschild radial coordinate of the object in observer FR is the following:
L  4R 2 E R  4r 2 1  r / rc 2 E R .

(9)

And therefore, relativistic value of illuminance E R , created by this object in the aperture
plane of recording instrument, becomes smaller with the increasing of distance to it much
faster than value of illuminance E cl , determined by the classical photometrical relation:
E R  (1  r / rc ) 2 E cl  (1  r / rc ) 2 L / 4r 2  L / 12z 2

(10)

And it means that values of distances to distant astronomical objects in intrinsic FR of any
observer are much smaller than their values, determined by the classical photometrical
relation. Linear velocities of peculiar motion of distant astronomical objects in observer FR
are also much smaller because of this. This is in a good agreement with the results of
observations of peculiar motions of astronomical objects under the effect of gravitational
fields of other neighbouring astronomical objects. Zwicky was the one of the first who
denoted the fact that values of velocities of peculiar motion of distant astronomical objects,
determined by the classical photometrical distances R to them, are much bigger than
calculated gravitational values of these velocities. Being based on this, Zwicky proposed
hypothesis about the presence of dark matter in the Universe [9]. There may be no need in
the presence of dark matter in the Universe if we determine velocities of peculiar motion of
4

distant astronomical objects of expanding Universe by the relativistic photometrical values
of their Schwarzschild radial coordinates r  rc R /(rc  R)  rc z /(1  z ) in intrinsic FR of the
observer.
This Schwarzschild radial coordinate of luminous astronomical object can be expressed via
the difference between its absolute M and corrected apparent m stellar magnitudes by the
relativistic distance-luminosity relation:
r  (10 / 5  H / c) 1 ,

(11)

where:
  M  m  5  5 lg(1 / r  H / c )  5 lg( H / c )  5 lg z .

(12)

According to (11), received here relativistic relation strictly corresponds to Hubble law
( m  5 lg z  M  const ) and doesn’t require any corrections of this law. The fact that results
of astronomical observations are in a good agreement with Hubble law is verified in [10]
for wide range of visible stellar magnitudes m of astronomical objects.
In view of the fact that equations of GR gravitational field, related to transformations
of space-time coordinates, are covariant, Hubble law is fulfilled also in comoving with
Universe FR, in which taking into account of relativistic effects is not required. In this not
comoving with matter FR, according to Weyl hypothesis [2, 4, 5], galaxies of expanding
Universe take part only in small peculiar motions. Equivalent non-relativistic distance R,
which is determined by equation (7), is the metrical distance to astronomical object in this
Weyl FR. Continuous renormalization of the value of this distance is required because of
the evolutionary decreasing of length standard, which consists of matter, in Weyl FR.
Therefore, in GR R  R0 exp[ H (   0 )] is considered as the scale factor. Red shift in Weyl
FR may be the consequence of evolutionary decreasing of velocity of light
v cW  v cW 0 exp[ H (   0 )]

by metrically homogeneous scale of cosmological time 

counted by it [6, 11]. This evolutionary decreasing of the velocity of light in Weyl FR can’t
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be observable in comoving with matter FR in principle. Adherents of Universe stationarity
in fact examine it in Weyl FR. And, therefore, despite of the falsity of their world view,
they often receive results that well correspond to physical reality. For example, in work
[12], in which astronomical objects are examined in comoving with Universe Weyl FR, the
well correspondence of supernovas with moderately (0.3<z<0.9) and very (z>1) high
values of red shift to Hubble law is verified.
The lack of correspondence of supernovas to Hubble law in works [13, 14] is caused
by the use of relativistic model of expanding Universe, which corresponds to the
observation of Universe expansion in STC of non-rigid FR. In the case of observations in
STC of rigid FR, with using the metrically homogeneous scale of time, the value of Hubble
constant is invariant the same as values of Planck constant and constant of the velocity of
light.
Because of invariance of cosmological constant   3H 2 / c 2 Schwarzschild solution of
gravitational field equations corresponds to rigid FR. Therefore, strict fulfillment of
Hubble law is received here only because of using of this rigid Schwarzschild FR for
observations of distant astronomical objects.
Clearly, evolutional process [6-8], which causes the Universe expansion, forms not
only antigravitational field, but also global gravitational lens, which corresponds to this
field, in observer STC. This lens has Hubble negative lens power:

 H  1 / rc  1 / R  1 / r   H / c

(13)

and forms virtual image of infinitely far points of space of Weyl FR on the fictive surface
of observer horizon.
Because of this, concentration of galactic clusters increases with approaching to
observer horizon, while their dimensions and mass decreases.

This is verified by

observations of XMM-Newton X-ray Observatory [15, 16] and makes many astronomers
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doubt about the presence of dark energy in the Universe [17, 18]. And, according to (10),
this is verified by the fact that brightness of galactic clusters tends to zero with
approaching to observer horizon, which in fact embraces the whole infinite Universe [6, 7].
According to Schwarzschild solution, the presence of this observer horizon in STC of any
astronomical body is inevitable when the value of cosmological constant is nonzero.
Galaxies of expanding Universe freely fall on observer horizon. However they can’t reach
observer horizon because the value of velocity of light v c on its fictive surface is nonzero.
According to GR, free fall is the inertial motion and doesn’t require expenditure of dark
energy.
So, radial coordinates of distant astronomical objects of expanding Universe are much
smaller than it follows from the classical distance-luminosity relation, which doesn’t take
into account anisotropy of luminous intensity of these objects in observer STC. Therefore,
the presence of dark matter in the Universe may be unnecessary. Taking into account the
absence of expenditure of energy in the process of infinitely long free fall of distant
astronomical objects on the observer horizon [6 – 8], the presence of dark energy in the
Universe is also excessive. However, the presence of nonenergetical antigravitational field
in the observer STC is doubtless.
The presence of fictitious necessities of dark matter and dark energy and the possibility
of relativistic substantiation of the absence of these necessities are the one more
convincing proof of the correspondence of special and general relativities to physical
reality.
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